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Steps of an editorial project
(according to „EDV-Fibel für Editoren“ by Ott / Gabler / Sappler, Stuttgart and Tübingen 1987)

1. Collecting witnesses
2. Collating witnesses / collecting variant readings
3. Evaluating the collation results
4. Constitution of copy text
5. Compilation of apparatuses
6. Preparation of indexes
7. Preparation of printer‘s copy (from 4-6)
8. Publishing text, appartus(ses), indexes

For critical editions, beyond typesetting, further steps require support by DH tools.
The following slides show tools for collecting variant readings, evaluating the variants,
generating the apparatus entries and inserting them into the text and finally typesetting
the edition. For these steps, let us switch from native TUSTEP to TXSTEP : why?
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= Steps covered by the TXSTEP-demo

For details and screenshots, see http://dharchive.org/paper/DH2014/Poster-882.xml

http://dharchive.org/paper/DH2014/Poster-882.xml


TXSTEP (version September 2014) may be downloaded from
http://www.tustep.uni-tuebingen.de

For running TXSTEP, you should have installed
TUSTEP version 2014 

For creating TXSTEP scripts, we recommend the
oXygen XML editor – it automatically shows the
annotations and documentation and so makes
accessible the built-in self-teaching environment

For error reports and suggestions for improvement,
please contact tustep@zdv.uni-tuebingen.de

http://www.tustep.uni-tuebingen.de/down/txstep_1409
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